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The Second Annual Constitution Day Poll
from ConstitutionFacts.com
54,377 people took an unscientific online poll at www.constitutionfacts.com from August 1, 2007 to 
July 31, 2008. The ten-question “Constitution IQ” quiz was targeted to an eighth grade level and written 
by Terry Jordan, recently retired AP History teacher and best-selling author of the pocket size guide “The
U.S. Constitution & Fascinating Facts About It”. Upon completion of the quiz, participants were prompted
to enter demographic data prior to receiving their score. Quiz takers then had a chance to further test 
their Constitution knowledge by taking a more advanced 50-question quiz.

Chart 1: Survey Scores by Age GroupEverything you ever learned, you learned 

in high school. As was the case last year, 
participants were evenly split between women
(49.4%) and men (50.6%) and the average age 
was 30 years old. The national average out of 
ten points was 7.305, up from 7.272 in ’07. And
again, the difference among all age groups
amounted to one question (see Chart 1) ranging
from 6.948 correct for people 17 and under to 
7.927 correct for those 51 and over. Incidentally,
scores remained relatively unchanged from last
year for each age group.

Chart 2 depicts the percentage of correct 
answers for each individual question. Four out 
of five Americans knew that the Articles of 
Confederation was our first Constitution. Most
recall where U.S. laws are made but nearly two-
thirds of quiz takers did not know the longest term
for the President is ten years. History teachers might
be proud to know that two-thirds of participants
recalled John Adams was the first Vice President.
Even more remembered the Bill of Rights 
comprises the first ten amendments.

While the national average rose slightly for 2008,
scores dropped for nearly all questions, with the
length of the Presidential term as the only question
which saw an increase in correct answers. Of the
sharpest drops were knowing who handles foreign
affairs, when to “plead the Fifth” and who takes over
if neither the President nor Vice President are able.
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Chart 2: How Did Americans Fare? 

77% (▼ 2%)Articles of Confederation was first Constitution

81% (▼ 7%)Laws are made by Congress

10-year term

84% (▼ 8%)Criminals have right to hear witnesses

79% (▼ 15%)Invoking the Fifth Amendment

63% (▼ 3%)First Vice President was John Adams

83% (▼ 3%)Bill of Rights is the first ten amendments

70% (▼ 11%)Speaker of the House is third in line

Secretary of State deals with foreign affairs

86% (▼ 9%)Electoral votes determine Presidential election
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38% (▲ 8%)

6.948
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South Atlantic Region leads this year in

Constitution knowledge. Responses were received
from all 50 states and the nation’s capital. 

Alaska had the highest percentage of perfect 
scores with a healthy lead over the other states in
this category. It moves up from the number three
slot, bumping Idaho which led the nation last year. 
The District of Columbia, Mississippi, Hawaii, the
Dakotas, Illinois and Missouri follow (see Chart 3). 

California quiz takers scored the highest in the
nation — averaging 8.406 — more than a full point
above the national average and displacing West 
Virginia from the number-one ranking last year. 
The state showing the most improvement over 
2007 was Arkansas climbing from a 6.826 
average score to 7.629.

Regionally, the South Atlantic rose to the top from
second place with the highest average score of
7.55, followed by New England, averaging 7.49.
Chart 4 lists the nine U.S. regions and their average
scores. This year sees four regions — up from only
two last year — scoring lower than the national
average.

Digging deeper. Upon completion of the 
quiz, participants were given the opportunity 
to take a more advanced 50-question quiz. Nearly
60 percent — 32,983 users — stepped up to the
challenge. The overall average dropped from 
last year’s 35.86 (out of 50) to 34.23. That score, 
normalized to a ten-point scale, is 6.85 — below
the 7.305 national average from the first quiz. Last
year, the margin between quiz scores was narrower.

On the following page, chart 5 lists answers to the
50-question quiz with the percentage of correct
answers. Incidentally, only one third of the quiz 
takers recalled the Constitution became the law 
of the land in 1788 and that Gouverneur Morris 
did the final writing. 

Chart 3: Most Perfect Scores 

36.18%Alaska

30.71%D.C.

Mississippi

23.92%Hawaii

23.20%South Dakota

22.48%North Dakota

21.48%Illinois

21.37%Missouri
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25.15%

Chart 4: Average Regional Scores 

7.29East North Central (IL, IN, MI, OH, WI)

7.55South Atlantic (DC, DE, GA, FL, MD, NC, VA, WV)

Middle Atlantic (NJ, NY, PA)

7.49New England (CT, MA, ME, NH, RI, VT)

7.43Pacific (AK, CA, HI, OR, WA)

7.22Mountain (AZ, CO, ID, MT, NM, NV, UT, WY)

7.25East South Central (AL, KY, MS, TN)

7.38
7.305

national
average

West North Central (IA, KS, MO, MN, ND, NE, SD)

7.16West South Central (AR, LA, OK, TX)
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7.45

For more information about the Constitution, 

or to take the Constitution IQ quiz, visit

www.constitutionfacts.com.
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To learn more about the Constitution — the people, the events, the landmark cases —
order a copy of  “The U.S. Constitution and Fascinating Facts About It” today!

Call to order: 1-800-887-6661 or order online at www.constitutionfacts.com
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Chart 5: 50-Question Expanded Quiz Scoring (Expert Quiz #2 — ConstitutionFacts.com) 

66%18th Amendment repealed

81%Congress admits new states

Power to the people

79%Congress must meet yearly

94%Bill of Rights is the first ten amendments*

81%No tax on interstate trade

91%Speaker of the House is third in line*

90%Officers swear to uphold the Constitution

61%Senators + Reps = Electoral votes

81%Population determines number of state Reps

66%Republican form of government 

74%States may not grant title of nobility

37%Constitution in 1788

36%Gouverneur Morris

89%Congress cannot set up a religion

84%Secretary of State deals with foreign affairs*

56%Chief Justice tries President

79%Constitutional Convention in Independence Hall

79%President nominates Supreme Court justices

62%Third of Senate elected every two years

42%3/4 of States must ratify 

61%No Representative under 25 years old

87%President must be at least 35 years old

72%Congress declares war

51%Seven Articles in Constitution

74%

93%Electoral votes determine Presidential election*

74%Writ of habeas corpus

U.S. citizen born or naturalized in U.S.

36%Citizen for 9 years

48%Impeachments tried by Senate

80%President is Commander-in-Chief

79%Changed Articles for stronger government

78%Congress makes citizenship rules

35%Equal representation

53%2/3 vote to expel Senator or Rep

78%Courts cannot take life without due process of law

73%Census every ten years

65%Writing of Constitution began in 1787

42%Recognize new nations

78%President heads executive branch

32%Ratify within 7 years

83%Supreme Court Justice holds life term

75%2/3 vote in both Houses to pass veto

58%John Jay first Supreme Court Justice

59%Amendment 17

40%Signers of Constitution

87%Two Senators per state

86%Judicial branch: Supreme Court and U.S. courts 

45%Adjourn 3 days

89%Nobody may be elected President more than twice

88%

* indicates questions repeated from the initial ten-question quiz
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